Request Parker Catalog 1815
**ParFrame™**

**Structural Framing System**

**A Speedy Solution**

The ParFrame™ system provides an economical alternative to fabricating industrial machine frames, work stations and enclosures.

- ParFrame anodized aluminum profiles eliminate the need to weld and paint and give a clean, pleasing appearance. Simple hand tools provide speedy assembly.

- With a wide selection of profiles, connecting components and accessories, you have unlimited flexibility.

- All aluminum profiles are made to metric standards with connecting hardware available in both metric and inch standards.

- Since the system is modular by design, most components can be disassembled and reconfigured as project requirements change.

**3D Modeling Software**

StructSure software is an AutoCAD® 13 or 14 based design program. StructSure generates a complete bill of materials and detailed dimensional drawings to reduce design time, improve accuracy and increase speed of project completion. Contact your local ParFrame distributor to obtain a copy.

**Request Parker Catalog 1815**

We have added 8 new profiles and several accessories to our ParFrame product line. Complete product information is contained in our ParFrame Catalog 1815. Call Automation Actuator Division at (330) 336-3511 to request your copy. If you need application assistance, our design engineers are available to help you.

**Ordering Options**

**Bundles**

(You Machine & Assemble)

**Kit**

(We Machine, You Assemble)

**Custom Assembly**

(We Machine & Assemble)
StructSure Software Designs Your ParFrame Application Quickly and Accurately

Speed project completion with StructSure design software. This easy to master program with pull-down menus dramatically reduces design time by providing:

- 3D solids (not merely faces)
- Isometric and 6 views simultaneously
- Detailed dimensional drawings
- Detailed Bill of Materials with machining operations

Accuracy and speed are improved with enhanced features such as:

- auto zoom
- solidify sketch
- door designer
- panel designer
- fastener check

Dimensional drawings are compatible with AutoCAD13 or 14.

The Bill of Materials gives you a detailed record of your structure and all the information needed for ordering each part including quantity, size, machining detail and cost.

Parker Hannifin Corporation
Automation Actuator Division
Wadsworth, OH 44281
Applications are Unlimited . . .

- Guarding Panels
- Machine Enclosures
- Machine Bases
- Conveyor Leg Sets
- Perimeter Guarding
- Utility Carts
- ProductDisplays
- Trade Show Booths
- Infeed/Outfeed for Chop Saw
- Machine Frames
- Pick-&-Place Structures
- Custom Work Stations
For product information, refer to Catalog 1815.

For application assistance, contact Automation Actuator Division:
Phone (330) 336-3511
Fax (330) 334-3335
e-mail: AADSALES@parker.com

Visit our web site at www.parker.com/automation